The Mask Revealed The Jacobite Chronicles
Volume 2
Yeah, reviewing a books The Mask Revealed The Jacobite Chronicles Volume 2 could go to your
near associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood,
endowment does not recommend that you have astonishing points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as deal even more than further will provide each success. nextdoor to, the message as well as sharpness of this The Mask Revealed The Jacobite Chronicles
Volume 2 can be taken as competently as picked to act.

Novels for Students - Gale Research Inc 2018-06
Revolutionaries - Jack Rakove 2010-05-11
“[A] wide-ranging and nuanced group portrait of
the Founding Fathers” by a Pulitzer Prize winner
(The New Yorker). In the early 1770s, the men
who invented America were living quiet,
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provincial lives in the rustic backwaters of the
New World, devoted to family and the private
pursuit of wealth and happiness. None set out to
become “revolutionary.” But when events in
Boston escalated, they found themselves thrust
into a crisis that moved quickly from protest to
war. In Revolutionaries, a Pulitzer Prize–winning
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historian shows how the private lives of these
men were suddenly transformed into public
careers—how Washington became a strategist,
Franklin a pioneering cultural diplomat, Madison
a sophisticated constitutional thinker, and
Hamilton a brilliant policymaker. From the
Boston Tea Party to the First Continental
Congress, from Trenton to Valley Forge, from
the ratification of the Constitution to the
disputes that led to our two-party system,
Rakove explores the competing views of politics,
war, diplomacy, and society that shaped our
nation. We see the founders before they were
fully formed leaders, as ordinary men who
became extraordinary, altered by history. “[An]
eminently readable account of the men who led
the Revolution, wrote the Constitution and
persuaded the citizens of the thirteen original
states to adopt it.” —San Francisco Chronicle
“Superb . . . a distinctive, fresh retelling of this
epochal tale . . . Men like John Dickinson,
George Mason, and Henry and John Laurens,
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rarely leading characters in similar works, put in
strong appearances here. But the focus is on the
big five: Washington, Franklin, John Adams,
Jefferson, and Hamilton. Everyone interested in
the founding of the U.S. will want to read this
book.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review
The Hostage of Glenorchy - Kristin Gleeson
2016-04-20
Scotland 1556 Danger, intrigue and romance in
turbulent Tudor Scotland. Abby is sent to
Kilchurn Castle for safety after overhearing a
plot to poison Mary Queen of Scots. Disguised as
a boy she joins the household musicians and
becomes drawn into the dangerous intrigue.
Abby turns to hostage Iain MacGregor for help.
But can she trust him?
The Storm Breaks - Julia Brannan 2017-01-06
THE FOURTH BOOK IN THE ENTHRALLING
SERIES FOLLOWING THE FASCINATING
LIVES OF BETH AND ALEX MACGREGOR,
THEIR FAMILY AND FRIENDS It is 1745 and
the rebellion that the Jacobites have worked
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towards for so many years is finally under way.
Prince Charles is in Scotland gathering the clans
and they are rising, ready to fight and if
necessary, die for him. At his prince's command,
Alex, trapped by his own success as a spy,
reluctantly remains in London with Beth. His
clansmen meanwhile head north to join the
rebels. Desperately unhappy, the couple try to
convince themselves that their role is crucial to
the cause, but hope that Charles will relent and
allow them to leave London and join him. Their
wish is granted, but not in the way they expect,
and soon they find themselves fleeing for their
lives. In the meantime the Jacobites are
gathering strength and heading south, winning
decisive victories along the way. It seems that
Prince Charles Edward Stuart and his followers
will finally achieve their desire to regain the
throne of Great Britain for King James. But the
Duke of Cumberland is determined not to let his
father be toppled from the throne by a bunch of
heathen savages, and returns from Flanders to
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lead the Hanoverian army against them. Soon
Beth and Alex find themselves at the heart of
one of the most brutal civil wars Britain has ever
seen, one which will put both their lives and
relationship in danger, and which will change
the history of Britain forever. JOIN THE
REBELLION OF BETH, ALEX AND THE
MACGREGORS AS THEY FIGHT FOR JUSTICE
AND FREEDOM IN THE JACOBITE
CHRONICLES
This Day Is Ours - Gretchen Jeannette
2019-10-13
Love is like war: easy to begin but very hard to
end. The American Colonies, 1776. As the flames
of revolution spread across a divided land, a
shadowy figure prowls the city of Philadelphia.
Known only as Jack Flash, rebel highwayman, he
preys on wealthy aristocrats loyal to the British
Crown. The unpredictable outlaw always
manages to stay one step ahead of his foes. Until
the night he targets a Loyalist lady whose fiery
spirit could spell his doom. Alexandra
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Pennington believes she has her future well
planned when a chance encounter turns her
world upside down. Betrothed to a dashing
king's man suited to her in every way, the young
widow becomes entangled with an unrefined
rebel fiercely opposed to British rule. Against all
reason, she finds common ground with an enemy
of the Crown. The sensible course for her is
clear, but her bond with the notorious rogue will
test her loyalty not only to her king but also to
the man she vowed to marry.
The Endless Forest - Sara Donati 2010-01-19
A rich, passionate, multilayered portrayal of
family strength and endurance from bestselling
author Sara Donati In the spring of 1824, in the
remote village of Paradise on the New York
frontier, Nathaniel and Elizabeth Bonner
celebrate a glorious reunion as their children
return from far-off places: Lily and her husband
from Italy, and Martha Kirby, the Bonners’ ward,
from Manhattan. In the peace that follows a
devastating flood, childhood friends Martha and
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Daniel, Lily’s twin brother, suddenly begin to see
each other in a new light. But their growing
bond is threatened when Martha’s estranged
mother arrives back in Paradise. Jemima
Southern is a dangerous schemer who has
destroyed more than one family, and her anger
touches everyone, as do her secrets. Has Jemima
come to claim her daughter—or does she have
other, darker motives? Whatever transpires,
Martha, Daniel, and all the Bonners must stand
united against the threats to both heart and
home.
The Convenient Bride - Teresa McCarthy 2005
In order to restore his family's fortune, Lord
Clayton Clearbrook must marry within three
weeks and finds the perfect candidate in Miss
Briana Garland, but when she rejects him due to
her aversion to marriage, he wages war on her
heart. Original.
Edinburgh Dusk - Carole Lawrence 2018-09-18
The prize-winning author of Edinburgh Twilight
returns to the darkening shadows of nineteenth4/20
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century Scotland to track a killer on a profane
mission of revenge. A wicked Scottish winter has
just begun when pioneering female physician
Sophia Jex-Blake calls on Detective Inspector Ian
Hamilton to investigate the suspicious death of
one of her patients--a railroad lineman who she
believes succumbed to the horrific effects of
arsenic poisoning. The most provocative aspect
of the case doesn't escape Hamilton: the married
victim's numerous sexual transgressions. Now,
for the first time since the unexplained fire that
killed his parents, Hamilton enters the Royal
Infirmary to gain the insights of brilliant medical
student Arthur Conan Doyle. Then a second
poisoning occurs--this time, a prominent banker
who died in the bed of a prostitute. It appears
that someone is making Edinburgh's more
promiscuous citizens pay for their sins. As the
body count rises and public panic takes hold,
Hamilton and Doyle delve into the seedy
underbelly of the city, where nothing is as it
seems, no one is immune to murder, and even
the-mask-revealed-the-jacobite-chronicles-volume-2

trusted friends can be enemies in disguise.
Penmarric - Susan Howatch 2012-10-09
From the acclaimed author of Cashelmara: the
“grippingly readable” New York
Times–bestselling saga of a noble English family
torn apart (The Sunday Times). Overlooking the
bleak cliffs of Cornwall is Penmarric, the
ancestral home of Mark Castallack. The stunning
gothic manor is the picture of English nobility,
wealth, and comfort. But as the twentieth
century unfolds, those behind Penmarric’s
towering walls face nothing short of disaster. As
Mark and his children struggle to save their
home and their aristocratic way of life, they
must engage in a bitter fight against greed,
ambition, betrayal, and even murder. Over her
forty-year career, Susan Howatch has taken on
the Anglican Communion and the British elite,
and established herself as the queen of the
historical family saga with such bestsellers as
The Wheel of Fortune. Now, discover the
magnificent, sweeping novel that started her
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reign and made her an international-bestselling
author. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Susan Howatch including rare
photos and never-before-seen documents from
the author’s personal collection.
Alexander: A Seventh Son Novel (McClains
Book 1) - Kirsten Osbourne 2021-12-08
Madelina is the youngest daughter of a Norman
conqueror and a woman of power. Her own
power is insignificant enough in her eyes that
she trains to be a healer under the expert
tutelage of her mother. When a child is brought
to the castle where she lives, she knows she
doesn’t have the skills to heal him, and her
mother’s powers—and her own—will need to be
revealed to a handsome knight. Alexander Lain
is the seventh son of a seventh son, and as such
he has luck on his side in everything he does.
When he finds a peasant child burning with
fever, her parents burning in a hovel nearby, he
takes the child, hoping to find someone who can
heal her. He’s pointed toward the castle and
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Lady Lina, and he takes the child there, finding
it convenient that his errand was taking him to
the same place. What he sees in his first hour in
the castle astounds him, but it doesn’t keep him
from an attraction for the young lady there. Will
he be able to convince her—and her
father—she’s meant to be his bride? Or will his
luck finally run out? *Note this romance contains
a mild sex scene*
Privilege and Property - Ronan Deazley 2010
What can and can't be copied is a matter of law,
but also of aesthetics, culture, and economics.
The act of copying, and the creation and
transaction of rights relating to it, evokes
fundamental notions of communication and
censorship, of authorship and ownership - of
privilege and property. This volume conceives a
new history of copyright law that has its roots in
a wide range of norms and practices. The essays
reach back to the very material world of
craftsmanship and mechanical inventions of
Renaissance Italy where, in 1469, the German
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master printer Johannes of Speyer obtained a
five-year exclusive privilege to print in Venice
and its dominions. Along the intellectual journey
that follows, we encounter John Milton who, in
his 1644 Areopagitica speech 'For the Liberty of
Unlicensed Printing', accuses the English
parliament of having been deceived by the 'fraud
of some old patentees and monopolizers in the
trade of bookselling' (i.e. the London Stationers'
Company). Later revisionary essays investigate
the regulation of the printing press in the North
American colonies as a provincial and somewhat
crude version of European precedents, and how,
in the revolutionary France of 1789, the subtle
balance that the royal decrees had established
between the interests of the author, the
bookseller, and the public, was shattered by the
abolition of the privilege system. Contributions
also address the specific evolution of rights
associated with the visual and performing arts.
These essays provide essential reading for
anybody interested in copyright, intellectual
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history and current public policy choices in
intellectual property. The volume is a companion
to the digital archive Primary Sources on
Copyright (1450-1900), funded by the UK Arts
and Humanities Research Council (AHRC):
www.copyrighthistory.org.
Gaelic Scotland in the Colonial Imagination Silke Stroh 2016-12-15
Can Scotland be considered an English colony?
Is its experience and literature comparable to
that of overseas postcolonial countries? Or are
such comparisons no more than patriotic
victimology to mask Scottish complicity in the
British Empire and justify nationalism? These
questions have been heatedly debated in recent
years, especially in the run-up to the 2014
referendum on independence, and remain
topical amid continuing campaigns for more
autonomy and calls for a post-Brexit “indyref2.”
Gaelic Scotland in the Colonial Imagination
offers a general introduction to the emerging
field of postcolonial Scottish studies, assessing
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both its potential and limitations in order to
promote further interdisciplinary dialogue.
Accessible to readers from various backgrounds,
the book combines overviews of theoretical,
social, and cultural contexts with detailed case
studies of literary and nonliterary texts. The
main focus is on internal divisions between the
anglophone Lowlands and traditionally Gaelic
Highlands, which also play a crucial role in
Scottish–English relations. Silke Stroh shows
how the image of Scotland’s Gaelic margins
changed under the influence of two
simultaneous developments: the emergence of
the modern nation-state and the rise of overseas
colonialism.
Herald of Joy - Pamela Belle 1990-02
The English Civil War throws together Captain
Nick Hellier and Mistress Silence St. Barbe, a
Puritan, whose feelings for the handsome officer
compel her to betray her aging husband
The Shadow Palace - Jane Steen 2021-01-15
CONFLICTING DESIRES AND A DANGEROUS
the-mask-revealed-the-jacobite-chronicles-volume-2

CITY Chicago, 1876: Martin was doubtless
joking when he told Nell that if she got herself
mixed up with a murderer for the third time,
he'd disown her. But when Martin himself is
arrested for murder, Nell's dreams of a new life
appear to be swallowed up in the web of secrets
she constructs to help him. Secrets that threaten
to alienate everyone Nell holds dear. As Nell
steps out into a new world of possibilities, she is
assailed by the conflicting desires of loved ones
who have had their own lives upended. Can she
find her role in Chicago's commercial kingdomand stay out of danger?
A Seventy-Five Percent Solution - Julia Brannan
2017-05-05
As victims of their parents' unhappy marriage,
both Joanne and Kate grow up with very
different views of what love is but also what it is
not. Kate now believes love to be a trap into
which she vows never to fall, while Joanne,
desperate for affection, grows up believing no
one could ever fall in love with her. However,
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after a whirlwind romance, the handsome and
charismatic Steve asks Joanne to marry him. It
seems to her a once-in-a-lifetime chance to
escape from her bullying father and realise all
her dreams. Dismissing her sister's reservations
and determined to make it work, Joanne ignores
the cracks that begin to appear in her marriage.
That is until the day all of her illusions are blown
apart and she must face the bitter truth, then
attempt to make a new life for herself. The
promise of redemption whispers in her ear, but
she soon realises that before she can step into
her future, she must turn and confront her past.
The History of England from the Invasion of
Julius Caesar to the Revolution in 1688 - David
Hume 1889
The Moon in the Water - Pamela Belle 2003
Thomazine was born heiress to the lands and
fortune of the Heron dynasty. Orphaned at ten
years old, she is raised in a family of cousins,
and is romantically involved with her headstrong
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cousin Francis. But she is already betrothed to
another cousin, Dominic, and Francis is
banished and imprisoned. Thomazine is forced
into a black and loveless wedlock, in the midst of
turbulent years of England's Civil War.
The Well and the Shallows - G. K. Chesterton
2015-07-02
One of G. K. Chesterton’s finest collection of
essays, The Well and the Shallows, explore more
controversial themes than typically seen in the
work of the English writer. Written with
Chesterton’s biting wit, he touches on various
cultural, social and moral issues from birth
control to Catholicism. Chesterton’s perceptive
analysis of core issues within modern society
remains startling relatable nearly 100 years
since its publication. Written shortly after his
conversion to Catholicism, he writes with
tremendous foresight focusing on subjects like
Catholicism, Reformation and Protestantism, and
other profound writings on political and social
issues based around the central theme of
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religion. Essays in this volume include: My Six
Conversions The Return to Religion The Higher
Nihilism The Ascetic At Large Babies and
Distribution A Century of Emancipation Trade
Terms Shocking the Modernists Sex and
Property Why Protestants Prohibit Where is the
Paradox? The Well and the Shallows is an
insightful collection of essays on some of the
most important ideas of the modernist era
written by one of the greatest English writers of
the 20th century. It is a perfect read for those
interested in the work of G. K. Chesterton or any
with a broader interest in historical, social
analysis from a religious perspective.
The Secret World - Christopher Andrew
2018-09-04
The first-ever detailed, comprehensive history of
intelligence, from Moses and Sun Tzu to the
present day “A comprehensive exploration of
spying in its myriad forms from the Bible to the
present day.”—Ben Macintyre, “By the Book,”
New York Times Book Review “For anyone with
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a taste for wide-ranging and shrewdly gossipy
history—or, for that matter, for anyone with a
taste for spy stories—Andrew’s is one of the
most entertaining books of the past few
years.”—Adam Gopnik, New Yorker The history
of espionage is far older than any of today’s
intelligence agencies, yet the long history of
intelligence operations has been largely
forgotten. The codebreakers at Bletchley Park,
the most successful World War II intelligence
agency, were completely unaware that their
predecessors in earlier moments of national
crisis had broken the codes of Napoleon during
the Napoleonic wars and those of Spain before
the Spanish Armada. Those who do not
understand past mistakes are likely to repeat
them. Intelligence is a prime example. At the
outbreak of World War I, the grasp of
intelligence shown by U.S. President Woodrow
Wilson and British Prime Minister Herbert
Asquith was not in the same class as that of
George Washington during the Revolutionary
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War and leading eighteenth-century British
statesmen. In this book, the first global history
of espionage ever written, distinguished
historian Christopher Andrew recovers much of
the lost intelligence history of the past three
millennia—and shows us its relevance.
The Wagered Bride - Teresa McCarthy 2004
When Lord Stephen Clearbrook finds himself
indebted to a wealthy businessman, he sets out
to marry his creditor's daughter and settle his
accounts, but first he will have to work to win
over his prize. Original.
Pursuit of Princes - Julia Brannan 2017-09-04
THE FIFTH BOOK IN THE CAPTIVATING
SERIES WHICH FOLLOWS THE LIVES OF
BETH AND ALEX MACGREGOR, THEIR FAMILY
AND FRIENDS. The rebellion is over. Prince
Charles is in hiding, the Jacobite clans are
scattered to the four winds, and in Inverness the
Duke of Cumberland plans a brutal retribution
against the Highlanders who rose against his
father. His intention; to ensure they can never
the-mask-revealed-the-jacobite-chronicles-volume-2

rise again. Alex, knowing Beth to be dead, leads
his men into a vicious war of attrition against the
British Redcoats, who have destroyed everything
in life he ever held dear. Only his desire for
revenge keeps him alive. Meanwhile the Duke of
Cumberland is hatching a plan that he is
confident will reveal the true identity of Sir
Anthony Peters, the man who made a fool of the
king, the duke and all society, a man he wishes
to capture more than anyone else alive. JOIN
THE CONTINUING REBELLION OF THE
MACGREGORS AND THEIR FIGHT FOR
REVENGE AND SURVIVAL IN... THE JACOBITE
CHRONICLES
The Gathering Storm - Julia Brannan
2016-07-04
THE THIRD INSTALMENT IN THE GRIPPING
SERIES THAT FOLLOWS THE EXCITING LIVES
OF BETH AND ALEX MACGREGOR, THEIR
FAMILY AND FRIENDS.The year is 1744, and
Prince Charles Edward Stuart is stranded in
France, his hopes temporarily frustrated, as the
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planned French invasion to restore his father to
the British throne has had to be abandoned. The
prince, frustrated beyond endurance, makes an
impulsive decision that will change not only the
lives of the MacGregor family, but the history of
Britain, forever. Meanwhile in London, Beth,
bored to distraction by the inanity of society life,
hatches a plot with her friend Caroline to free
the timid Anne Maynard from the clutches of her
domineering guardians. Once it is clear that the
much hoped-for invasion has been postponed,
Alex and Beth go to Scotland for a few weeks in
order to introduce her to her new clan and
family. She is both excited and nervous at the
prospect, but nothing in even her wildest dreams
can prepare her for the challenges she is about
to face.An unexpected meeting whilst in
Scotland has consequences that may prove
disastrous for Beth and Alex. In London, events
take an unexpected turn, as Beth's good deed
has repercussions that she could never have
envisaged, proving that the past is not easily
the-mask-revealed-the-jacobite-chronicles-volume-2

forgiven or forgotten. JOIN THE REBELLION OF
BETH AND ALEX AND THEIR FIGHT FOR
FREEDOM IN...THE JACOBITE CHRONICLES
Tides of Fortune - Julia Brannan 2018-03-17
THE SIXTH AND FINAL BOOK IN THE
CAPTIVATING SERIES WHICH FOLLOWS THE
LIVES OF BETH AND ALEX MACGREGOR,
THEIR FAMILY AND FRIENDS. Alex, now
believing Beth to be alive, leaves Scotland and
heads south to keep the promise he made to her
at Culloden, determined to be reunited with his
wife regardless of the danger to himself.
Meanwhile the Duke of Newcastle has realised
that he cannot kill Beth, either publicly or
privately, without attracting the enmity of
powerful people, including the heir to the
throne. He hits upon a way of being rid of her
forever; transportation to Antigua as an
indentured servant for life. By this deed he
hopes that the terrible conditions on the sugar
plantations will achieve the much-desired death
of the woman who has defied him for so long.
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Things do not go according to plan and soon
Beth finds her life going in a direction neither
she nor Newcastle could have foreseen, which
leads her to make a decision that could have a
terrible impact on Alex as he attempts to
discover her whereabouts. JOIN THE
REBELLION AS BETH AND ALEX FIGHT TO
SURVIVE AND BE REUNITED IN... THE
JACOBITE CHRONICLES
The Shadow Palace - Jane Steen 2016-07-29
For unwed mother Nell Lillington, 1876
Chicago—and her new wealth—offer the promise
of longed-for independence. She dreams of a
place in society for her daughter Sarah and
contentment for her friend Tess. Yet how can
she settle in a town where she’s far too likely to
run into Martin Rutherford and his glittering,
faithless wife, Lucetta? Can she resist her love
for Martin for Sarah’s sake? Martin was
doubtless joking when he told Nell that if she got
herself mixed up with a murderer for the third
time, he’d disown her. But when Martin himself
the-mask-revealed-the-jacobite-chronicles-volume-2

is arrested for murder, Nell’s dreams appear to
be swallowed up in the new web of secrets she
constructs to help him. Secrets that threaten to
alienate Tess, Sarah, and even Martin . . . The
third book in the House of Closed Doors series
will take you to a Chicago teeming with
opportunistic new Americans, luxury-loving
merchant princes and hard-hearted denizens of
the underworld.
Artful Dodgers - Marah Gubar 2010
In this account of the golden age of children's
fiction, Gubar redefines the phenomenon known
as the 'cult of the child'. She looks at the works
of Lewis Carroll, Frances Hodgson Burnett, and
J.M. Barrie, contending that they reject the
simplistic 'child of nature' paradigm in favour of
one based on the child as an artful collaborator.
A Book about Doctors - John Cordy Jeaffreson
1904
The Actuary's Wife - K T Bowes 2021-03-16
He lied to her face and now she's in danger. Two
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men love Emma but hate each other. One has
power. The other wants it. One night of passion
left Emma back where she started and she
should have known better. She allowed her
emotions to strip away her hard-won mask of
independence and let the handsome Russian
back under her skin. He can't be trusted. He's
lied to her before. And then there's Dolan, the
Irishman who makes promises he can't keep. As
another mystery reaches out its tainted fingers
and drags Emma into the intrigue, only Anton's
generous gift could help her keep her head
above water. That is, until she stares at a knife
blade aimed at her face and makes the choice to
save a stranger. Download The Actuary's Wife
today and fantasize about this series' intelligent
heroes. This English mystery is guaranteed to
spin out of control. Keywords related to this
novel: english small town romance, british
mystery series, british mystery novels, british
murder mysteries books, british murder
mysteries, british espionage novels, british crime
the-mask-revealed-the-jacobite-chronicles-volume-2

series, british authors mysteries, british
mysteries, british romantic suspense, forbidden
romance books, forbidden romance, forbidden
family bonding, forbidden desires, forbidden
attraction, forbidden love, forbidden
stepbrother, secret baby for the soldier, secret
baby romance, secret baby romance books,
injured veteran romance, espionage fiction,
Mask of Duplicity - Julia Brannan 2015-07-10
Following the death of their father, Beth's
brother Richard returns from the army to claim
his share of the family estate. However, Beth's
hopes of a quiet life are dashed when Richard,
dissatisfied with his meagre inheritance and
desperate for promotion, decides to force her
into a marriage for his military gain. And he will
stop at nothing to get his way. Beth is coerced
into a reconciliation with her noble cousins in
order to marry well and escape her brutal
brother. She is then thrown into the glittering
social whirl of Georgian high society and
struggles to conform. The effeminate but witty
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socialite Sir Anthony Peters offers to ease her
passage into society and she is soon besieged by
suitors eager to get their hands on her
considerable dowry. Beth, however, wants love
and passion for herself, and to break free from
the artificial life she is growing to hate. She
finds herself plunged into a world where nothing
is as it seems and everyone hides behind a mask.
Can she trust the people professing to care for
her? The first in the series about the fascinating
lives of beautiful Beth Cunningham, her family
and friends during the tempestuous days leading
up to the Jacobite Rebellion of 1745, which
attempted to overthrow the Hanoverian King
George II and restore the Stuarts to the British
throne. Join the rebellion of one woman and her
fight for survival in... The Jacobite Chronicles.
Have Space Suit, Will Travel - Robert A. Heinlein
2005-02-08
Teenager Clifford "Kip" Russell wins second
prize in a soap jingle contest, a used worn
spacesuit, and, while trying on his prize in his
the-mask-revealed-the-jacobite-chronicles-volume-2

backyard, suddenly finds himself on a space
odyssey as a prisoner aboard the ship of a space
pirate, headed toward the Moon and a series of
encounters with many bizarre creatures and
situations. Reprint. 10,000 first printing.
The Mask Revealed - Julia Brannan 2016-01-23
The second in the fascinating series about the
lives of the beautiful Beth Cunningham, her
family and friends. Britain moves ever closer to
the 1745 rebellion and the impending attempt to
restore the Stuarts to the British throne. With no
other options available to her, Beth marries the
effete and tedious social butterfly Sir Anthony
Peters. She resigns herself to a future of formal
parties and dismal social gatherings, whilst
accompanying a husband who is both tiresome
and physically repellent to her, but consoles
herself with the thought that if she is not to
know love, then at least she will have a secure
and comfortable life. It may be uneventful, but
she will be free of her brother. The ink on the
marriage contract is hardly dry, however, when
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Beth makes a shocking discovery, one that turns
her world upside down and throws her whole
future into doubt once more. Almost immediately
she must make a decision. Will she opt for the
safe but dreary life her husband wishes her to
lead, or will she fight for a life of passion,
adventure and excitement, knowing that in doing
so, she risks not only her own life, but the lives
of those she loves? Join the rebellion of one
woman and her fight for freedom in... THE
JACOBITE CHRONICLES
The Ladies' Tale - Julia Brannan 2020-10-11
As well as telling the story of Caroline and
Philippa, this book continues the tale of Harriet,
which began in The Eccentric's Tale. Now in her
late forties, Harriet is so staggeringly rich and
powerful that she fears no one. Along with her
sister, she settles down to enjoy her freedom and
to live the eccentric life she has always desired,
estranged from her disapproving family.An
unexpected visit from a family member brings
the neglected, timid Philippa into her life and
the-mask-revealed-the-jacobite-chronicles-volume-2

Harriet makes an impulsive decision which turns
both her world and Philippa's upside down.
Meanwhile Caroline, who is enjoying a normal
life as the eldest daughter of a wealthy duke,
discovers by chance that she has an aunt who no
one will talk about. At all. Thwarted in her
attempts to discover more about her intriguing
relative, Caroline takes a daring step to solve the
mystery, unwittingly setting in motion a chain of
events that will irrevocably change not only her
life, but the lives of those around her.
Truth Triumphant - Wilkinson, Benjamin George
2015-02-23
A much neglected field of study has been opened
by the research of the author into the history of
the Christian church from its apostolic origins to
the close of the eighteenth century. Taking as
his thesis the prominence given to the Church in
the Wilderness in Bible prophecy, and the fact
that “‘the Church in the Wilderness,’ and not the
proud hierarchy enthroned in the world’s great
capital, was the true church of Christ,” he has
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spent years developing this subject. In its
present form, Truth Triumphant represents
much arduous research in the libraries of
Europe as well as in America. Excellent ancient
sources are most difficult to obtain, but the
author has been successful in gaining access to
many of them. To crystallize the subject matter
and make the historical facts live in modem
times, the author also made extensive travels
throughout Europe and Asia. The doctrines of
the primitive Christian church spread to Ireland,
Scotland, and Wales. As grains of a mustard
seed they lodged in the hearts of many Godly
souls in southern France and northern Italy —
people known as the Albigenses and the
Waldenses. The faith of Jesus was valiantly
upheld by the Church of the East. This term, as
used by the author, not only includes the Syrian
and Assyrian Churches, but is also the term
applied to the development of apostolic
Christianity throughout the lands of the East.
The spirit of Christ, burning in the hearts of loyal
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men who would not compromise with paganism,
sent them forth as missionaries to lands afar.
Patrick, Columbanus, Marcos, and a host of
others were missionaries to distant lands. They
braved the ignorance of the barbarian, the
intolerance of the apostate church leaders, and
the persecution of the state in order that they
might win souls to God. To unfold the dangers
that were ever present in the conflict of the true
church against error, to reveal the sinister
working of evil and the divine strength by which
men of God made truth triumphant, to challenge
the Remnant Church today in its final
controversy against the powers of evil, and to
show the holy, unchanging message of the Bible
as it has been preserved for t hose who will “fear
God, and keep His commandments” — these are
the sincere aims of the author as he presents
this book to those who know the truth. MERLIN
L. NEFF.
Far Blue Mountains - Max McNabb 2021-09-20
Changeling destiny-an injured Apache girl
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adopted by a powerful rancher, the rancher's
son kidnapped in revenge by the last free
Apaches. Inspired by historical events that took
place in the 1920s Sierra Madre, Far Blue
Mountains is a gothic western like no other. In
1926, when rancher Jubal McKenna discovers an
injured Apache girl and welcomes her into his
family, he sets in motion an irrevocable
exchange of destiny. The girl is a member of the
last unsurrendered Apaches. They live in
freedom well into the 20th century, hidden in the
wild mountains of Mexico, where they keep the
old ways. An eye for an eye, blood for blood-in
reprisal, the Apaches kidnap Jubal's young son,
John Russell McKenna. They take the boy into
the sierras to live as one of their own, a beloved
captive. The boy is immersed in Apache culture,
a world of freedom and adventure, brutal
violence and strange magic. John Russell
becomes Denali, an Apache warrior. Meanwhile
Jubal searches the sierras for Apache camps, as
the quest for revenge threatens to consume his
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soul.This magnificent first novel by Max
McNabb, the editor of TexasHillCountry.com,
has all the relentless pace of a classic western
and the elegiac beauty of a lost myth. At once a
grand adventure and a darkly beautiful tragedy,
Far Blue Mountains is a meditation on identity
and destiny, freedom and revenge.
The Rebel Nun - Marj Charlier 2021-03-02
Marj Charlier’s The Rebel Nun is based on the
true story of Clotild, the daughter of a sixthcentury king and his concubine, who leads a
rebellion of nuns against the rising misogyny
and patriarchy of the medieval church. At that
time, women are afforded few choices in life:
prostitution, motherhood, or the cloister. Only
the latter offers them any kind of independence.
By the end of the sixth century, even this is
eroding as the church begins to eject women
from the clergy and declares them too unclean
to touch sacramental objects or even their
priest-husbands. Craving the legitimacy
thwarted by her bastard status, Clotild seeks to
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become the next abbess of the female Monastery
of the Holy Cross, the most famous of the
women’s cloisters of the early Middle Ages.
When the bishop of Poitiers blocks her
appointment and seeks to control the nunnery
himself, Clotild masterminds an escape, leading
a group of nuns on a dangerous pilgrimage to
beg her royal relatives to intercede on their
behalf. But the bishop refuses to back down, and
a bloody battle ensues. Will Clotild and her
sisters succeed with their quest, or will they face
excommunication, possibly even death? In the
only historical novel written about the incident,
The Rebel Nun is a richly imagined story about a
truly remarkable heroine.
A Queen from the North - Racheline Maltese
2017-05-23
Overall winner, 2017 Library Journal Indie
Ebook Awards Ancient rivalry. Modern romance.
What if the Wars of the Roses had never ended?
Lady Amelia Brockett, known to her family as
Meels, is having the Worst. Christmas. Ever.
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Dumped by her boyfriend and rejected from
graduate school, her parents deem her the
failure of the family. But when her older brother
tries to cheer her with a trip to the races, a
chance meeting with Arthur, the widowed,
playboy Prince of Wales, offers Amelia the
opportunity to change her life — and Britain’s
fortunes — forever. Hunted by the press — and
haunted by Arthur’s niece who fancies herself
the kingdom’s court witch — Amelia finds herself
adrift in a sea of paparazzi, politics, and
prophecy. With few allies beyond her allergic-tohorses sister-in-law, her best friend who has a
giant crush on the prince, and the cute young
receptionist at Buckingham Palace that calls
himself her royalty customer service
representative, Amelia must navigate a perilous
and peculiar course to secure Arthur’s love and
become A Queen from the North.
The Viking - Marti Talbott 2010-07-24
At not quite fifteen, Stefan's father finally let him
board the longship, Sja Vinna, to take part in his
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first Viking raid. Yet, the battle was not at all
what he expected, and he soon found himself
alone and stranded in Scotland. Thirteen-yearold Kannak's situation was just as grave. Her
father deserted them and the only way to
survive, she decided, was to take a husband over
her mother's objections. Instead, she found
herself hiding a hated Viking, and that wasn't
the only problem - someone was plotting to kill
the clan's beloved laird. Loved by young adults
and baby-boomers alike, this 30 book historical
family saga follows a Scottish highlander clan
from the Viking era, through the middle ages,
into the 20th century. From the first love story
to the last, we hope you too will enjoy these tales
of courageous men, strong women, fierce clan
wars, fun characters, and perilous struggles to
survive.
Colonel Anne Mackintosh - 2012
THE CHRONICLES OF NEWGATE - ARTHUR
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That Summer Affair - Sarah Challis 2010-03-04
A compelling and warm drama about human
nature and village life. When Jodie Roberts goes
missing from a sleepy Dorset village, the
repercussions that reverberate through the
small community are as far-reaching as they are
devastating. Rachel begins to question her
marriage for the first time after routine police
enquiries reveal that her husband, Dave, lied
about his whereabouts that evening. It seems
that her loving family is about to be torn apart.
For Henry, Rachel’s neighbour, Jodie’s
disappearance is also deeply traumatic. Feelings
of guilt, loneliness and grief are brought to the
surface, and he struggles to cope with painful
memories. Will she turn up safe and sound or
will she be one of the unlucky ones? Those
runaways who don’t turn up unscathed...
A History of English Romanticism in the
Nineteenth Century - Henry Augustin Beers
1901
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